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APPENDIX E.
DISPERSION.
A short time since Prof. J. J. Thomson in his Rede
Lecture and then (The Electrician, July 17, 1896) Prof. Lodge
directed attention to Helmholtz's (1893) electromagnetic
theory of dispersion. This was followed next week by
Dr. Howard's translation of that paper. The celerity was
wonderful. I wish the paper itself could be as quickly
understood as translated.
The subject is exceedingly important and exceedingly
difficult. In one respect only is it easy. It is perfectly easy
to make a mathematical theory of dispersion, or 20 theories
in an hour, if desired. But it is not easy to make a. mathe
matical theory which shall agree with the facts, which are
rather complicated, and vary from one body to another. And
as for a physfoal theory, the case is worse still. Our know
ledge about atoms and molecules is quite nebulous, and an
hypothesis concerning the mutual action of ether and matter,
or of electromagnetic and material vibrations, must be highly
uncertain, even if we have a fairly good mathematical theory.
The subject demands and deserves study from several points
of view. At present I only desire to direct attention to some
obscurities and inconsistencies I find in Helmholtz's theory.
The objections are made entirely in an enquiring spirit.
Let D be the displacement in Maxwell's theory, extended
to formally include convection currents, p the density of
electrification,* u the velocity of p. Then pu is the convection
current, and D + pu the true current, the curl of the magnetic
* It is not implied that there is any volume electrification. In any ionic
or electronic hypothesis, we must assume that the + and - charges
balance one another in general, because there is no sign of volume electri
fication. {The footnotes to this paper, added December, 1897, did not
appear in the original., which ia represented by the text.)
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force, in a dielectric. Let the time integral of pu bed. Then
the first circuital law is
curl H = D + pu = lJ + ci,
(1)
and the second is
(2)
- curl E = 11-H,
if D = KE. If now d· can be defined in terms of D, we shall
have the essentials of a complete system.
Now D is the (f, g, h) of Helmholtz's paper (translation),
and d is the same in a thicker type. But I desire to use my
usual vector notation (and rational units of course), and the
reader will find that it produces a great simplification. E is
(P, Q, R) the electric force, and it is given that D = KE and
d = OE, and that K and 0 are constants. [Equation (2) and
the one preceding ( 4)]. * Here is the first inconsistency.
If 0 is constant, we cannot have a theory of dispersion. A
homogeneous dielectric of the common kind is the result.
0 must be a differential operator of some sort. And it is so,
later on in the paper, although the supposed constant 0 is
retained, which makes a second inconsistency.
The density of the electric energy, say U1 [equation (4)] is
made to be
½D2 id2 Dd
U1= -+---,
(3)
K
I<.
0
and if D and d are parallel, this reduces to

u1 =

0)E2 •

(4)
I cannot clearly understand this, either when 0 is regarded
as a constant, or in the form (3).
The density of the magnetic energy is as usual [equation
(5)] ; say, if B = 11-H, where B is the induction, then T = ½µH 2
in my notation.
But Helmholtz introduces another sort of energy, called
the electromagnetic, which is wholly incomprehensible to me.
It is defined in terms of the vector potential A, and the true
electric current in the old-fashioned way [equation (8)], say
in my notation, � AC, if C is the true current. But by a well
known transformation, this is the same as � HB, since C is
½(K -

, * These references in square brackets are to Dr. Howard's translation of
Ilclm.holtz's Paper. in The Blectrician, July 24, 1896, .
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the curl of H, and B the curl of A, as may be seen in the
paper itself. [Equations (6), (7}j (8), and the one between
(12) and (13).] So the "electromagnetic energy" density is
twice the magnetic energy density. What can it be?
There is also the kinetic energy of disturbed ions, which
is represented by the product ! mass of ion x square of con
vection current. Obviously this makes the kinetic energy x p2.
That is a small matter. There is also the friction assumea
to act on disturbed ions.
Finally, there is the Principle of Least Action. Now,
Least Action has no more to do with the matter than the
man in the moon, so far as I can see. It is quite unnecessary,
to begin with. Next, it obscures and complicates the matter,
so much so as sometimes to lead to serious error. I make
this remark advisedly, remembering previous applications of
the Principle of Least Action to electromagnetics, which is
much clearer without it.
Lastly, we come to the circuital equations [equations (13),
(14)]. One is equivalent to
curl H=D+d,
in the sense before explained.

(5)

The other is equivalent.to

- curl (D-d) =
-Kp,H.

(6)

I understand (5). I cannot understand (6). Compare with
(2) above. I do not see how - d gets in. The Principle of
Least Action may do it, or else the reckoning of the electric
energy as in (4) above, or the astonishing electromagnetic
energy ; but as no details are given, and there are the incon
sistencies alluded to, the matter is hopeless at present.
Note that if the 0 in d = 0E is really constant, then (5), (6)
with d eliminated make a simple homogeneous dielectric, with
no dispersion. But as a matter of fact, the relation between
D and d is [equations (17)]
D = (a2 +hp+ mp 2)d,

(7)
(where I change k to hon account of another k), so that 0 is
an inverse operator, as is required in practical theories of
dispersion.
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Now (7) can be understood broadly without going through
the previous obscurities. It says that the ordinary mechanical
force Ep on p produces motion of p, and that there is opposing
elastic resistance, and frictional resistance, and inertial resis
tance. This is a reasonable elementary hypothesis, thougb
when applied to atomic charges some process of averaging
must be gon� through.* Besides that, the real force on pis
notEp , but Ep+ VOB. Pass this correction by.
If we take out the d from equation (6), reducing it to (2),
then since ( 5) is the same as (1 ), I should be inclined to assert
that the auxiliary hypothesis (7), without necessarily entering
into details regarding the nature of the frictional force, &c.,
would give an intelligible dispersion theory. For (7) is simply
an ordinary "equation of motion'' introduced as an auxiliary
to the circuital laws.
But I could not say the same if d is to be retained in
equation (6), because of its unintelligibility. It might work,
or it might not. Further examination, given below, raises
doubts as to its physical possibility.
To construct electromagnetic theories of dispersion rapidly,
proceed thus. Write the two circuital laws in this way:
curl H=YE,

-curlE=ZH,

(8)
where Y and Z are operators, functions of p, the time-differ* Perhaps the following transition from the continuity of the primary

theory to the discontinuity of the secondary theory may help. In pure
ether, we have curl H=KE=D. Now this equation will still hold good
if we fill the space concerned with electrification, density ½ p positive and
the same amount negative, provided these electrifications cannot separate.
But if they can separate, then E will do it, and pU is the additional
current, making D+d the true current as in (1) above. The etherial
permittivity is "· It will be increased by d to a variable amount in
general, but to a constant amount if the two electrifications are merely
elaatically connected according to the simplest law. If the connection
involves inertia and friction as well, then we have the auxiliary equation
(7). So far, the theory remains a prim<1.ry theory, inasmuch as there is a
continuous structure assumed. But, if we concentrate the electrifications in
numerous detached pairs separated by ether we come to a secondary theory,
and the equations (1) and (7) can only be understood to result by some
process of averaging. H. A. Lorentz's "Versuch einer Theorie der elec
trischen und optischen Erscheinungen in bewegten Korpern," and Dr.
Larmor's work already referred to, should be consulted concerning ions
and electrons in relation to electromaguetics.
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entiator. In a common homogeneous dielectric, after
Maxwell, Y= (k + Kp), Z=µ,p. As is well known, this fails
to account for the facts of dispersion, being only suitable for
slow working. But Y and Z may be any operators we choose,
provided they represent possible electrical arrangements of
coils and condensers (elementary). They may be direct or
inverse, rational or irrational. In any case, when we treat
simply periodic states, we reduce the circuital laws to the
form
curlH= (K+ Sp)E, -curl E=(R+Lp)H,
(9)
by the assumption p2 = - n2, where n/2rr is the frequency. If
the four constants were independent of the frequency, the case
would be that of a homogeneous dielectric of constant induc
tivity, permittivity, electric conductivity, and magnetic conduc
tivity, whose theory I have described in Chap. IV., Vol. I,
" Electromagnetic Theory." But in general they are functions
of n!I , And note that even though there be .no magnetic con
ductivity in reality, we are usually obliged in the above way to
use an effective magnetic conductivity.
To make a large scale model, use the line integrals of E ancl
H. Say, V and C. Then, for plane waves,
-� =(R'+L'p)C=Z'C,

- dO = (K' + S'p)V = Y'V
dx

(10)

express the resultant forms. They may be interpreted in
terms of a generalised telegraph circuit, with R' the resistance
of wires, K' the conductance between them, L' the inductance,
S' the permittance, all per unit length, and all being the
effective values at the frequency concerned. We can concen
trate the four quantities in lumps, and regard the circuit as
made up of a number of Z''s in series, with leaks represented
by the Y''s (see" Electromagnetic Theory," Vol. I., § § 221,
222, for this generalisation of the circuital laws, and the
resulting formuloo).
If we assume Y' and Z' to represent any real electrical
arrangements of coils and condensers, we can, I think, be
quite certain beforehand that the resulting theory of dispersion
will be a consistent one in all parts, containing no electrical
impossibilities. That is one thing. Another is, that if we
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translate a theory of dispersion to the telegraph circuit theory,
or to the equivalent theory for plane waves in a doubly con
ducting medium, and do it properly, we can see whether it
really represents a possible arrangement. If it does not, if
the telegraph will not work properly, neither will the homo
geneous medium; and, :finally, it raises a very serious question
whether the theory of dispersion is an admissible one.
Test Helmholtz's theory in the way described. Eliminate
d from (5) and (6) by means of (7). For plane waves we get

Put p =ni, then

dH
1
--=KP (1+----E,
a2+hp+mp2)
dx
-I
1
_dE= 1H.
dx 11.p( a2+ hp+mp2)

)}

_dH _ f h«n2 +
l a2 - mn2 E
( +
'
dx - l X «p
X
_ dE = µhn2X + µpX(X-a2 + mn2)} H,
{
(X- a2+ mn2)2+ h2n2
dx
X=(a2-mn2)2 xh2n2 •

(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

(15)
where
Or, if we expand the recipr?cal of Z, we have, more simply,
z-1 __ p +hµn2 +µp(a2-mn2),
(14A)
- µn2 --x f,i,2-,,
Comparing with
dH
- dE
- =(R+Lp)H,
--=(K+Sp)E,
(16)
dx
dx
which are the special forms of (9) for plane waves, we see that
the effective electric conductivity is positive, the effective
permittivity may be positive or negative, likewise the effective
inductivity, and the effective magnetic conductivity is positive.
The rate of waste per unit volume is KE2+RH2• (Divide by
2 if the amplitudes are in question.) The negativity of Sand
Lis admissible at certain frequencies, but it is not allowable to
have R negative under any real circumstances. It is impossible
for R to be negative when we construct Y and Z out of
really possible combinations of coils and condensers, either
in the telegraph theory, or in its analogue in a medium.
Effective resistances and conductances are always positive,
because they arise out of the positive waste in Joules' law
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and its magnetic analogue, or from the po3itivity of the real
ultimate electric conductivity arnrits analogue.
I make these remarks because in my first translation into
the telegraph theory, a stupid mistake of my own made R come
out negative. So far as the above goes, Helmholtz's system
is not impossible. But let us see what arrangements the
operators in Helmholtz's theory lead to. Tran�late to V and
C. Say as in (10) above. Then, first we have .
1
1
1
Y=Kp+ 2 l 1 , z-1 =- ------(17)
� +_! + !!-p
µp µp(a2+Jip+mp')
KP

K

K

in (11), (12). Now imagine the proper changes_ made in the
constants to suit Vand C, instead of E, H. It is unnecessary
to introduce fresh symbols. If we consider a ehort finite
portion of the telegraph circuit, to which Y and Z belong,
we see that the leak Y consists of a condenser without shunt,
in parallel with another condenser without shunt which is
itself in sequence with a resisting coil. I.e., Y is a conductance
operator ; KP stands for the conductance operator of the first
condenser, and the denominator of the big fraction in Y is the
resistance operator of the other condenser a2/Kp in sequence
with the coil h/K + mp/K. (Dimensions are of no importance
here, since it is only the structure that is in question.) Thus
Y makes a proper and intelligible arrangement.
But Z does not. It is the resistance operator of the short
piece of the circuit, and z-1 in (17) is the corresponding
conductance operator. So we see that there are two arrange
ments in parallel, one of which is a coil of no resistance
(resistance operator µp), and the other has the resistance
operator -µp (a'+hp+mp'). Here, -a•µp represents a coil
of no resistance and negative inductance, whilst the rest,
- µp 2(h + mp) is not electrically intelligible, although in simply
periodic states, when -p,p2 becomes µn•, it is equivalent to a.
coil of positive resistance and inductance. For this reason,
then, in simply periodic states, we do get positive resistance,
and if the effective inductance is negative, that does not matter.
But in general, unlike Y, the operator z- 1 is electrically
unintelligible.*
* Similar equations of Dr. Larmor, so far as I have examined them, are
uot open to this objection tQ Ilcfo1holtz's system made in this Paper.
LL
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This brings us back to Helmholtz's second circuital equa
tion again, and the question what - d is doing there? If we
omit it altogether, as before suggested, we do away with the
unintelligibility. Y is as before in (17), whilst Z is pp.
Then putting Y =K +Sp, Z =R +Lp, in the simply periodic
case, we find
2
K =h 2,
S =K(1 + a ;_mn2),
(18)
;;

R=O,

(19)

The type of a wave is
E ... E0€-Px sin(nt-Qx),

(20)

when JYZ=P+Qi; and
P or Q=-(½)i{(R 2 +L2n2)½(K2 +Sn2)i±(RK-LSn2)}½, (21)
as in" Electromagnetic Theory," Vol. I., §221, equation (16).
The same symbols are used here, only it is now E and H
that are concerned, so R, L, K, S refer to unit volume.)
Note that P and Q are always real and positive, for all values
of the quantities R, K, L, S. For the square of (RK- LSn2)
is less than (R2 + L2n2) (K2 + Sn2). When R is zero, take
the positive value of (L2n2)', whether L is positive or negative.
So the wave speed n/Q may be zero or infinite, but cannot
be negative or imaginary. Having the square of the wave
speed negative at certain frequencies is not desirable.
It is true that S may be negative, and then JLS ie
imaginary when L is positive, and the square of the wave
speed seems to be negative. But that does not seem to me
to be the right way to look at it. Say R =0 first, then
P or Q = (½)i{ Ln(K2 +S2n2}1 + LSn2}l
.. (½Ln}1{(K2 +Sn2}1+ Sn}1,

(22)
(23)

Here L is + in the case under consideration, so the outside
radical causes no trouble. Now if K=0 also, we shall have
dispersion but no waste ; then P =0, and Q =(LSn2) 1 appa
rently; and therefore, apparently, Q is imaginary if S is
negative, as it may be within certain frequencies. But this
is wrong. We should take the + value of the radical; then,
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when S is negative, = - S' say, it is P that is (LS'n2 )l, and
Q zero. In fact, the type of the wave is now cP"sin nt; a.
stationary vibration.
It is easier to follow when K is not quite zero. If quite
zero and P =0, then if by decrease of n, S becomes zero, we
have Q zero, and v infinite; and when S goes on further the
same way and becomes negative, Q remains zero, but P is
finite. When, on further decrease of n, S become positive
again, then Q becomes positive again, and P zero. If this is
not the correct interpretation, I shall be glad to be corrected
myself.
In the case (18), (19), L is constant, K is always + and is
proportional to the square of the frequency, and by (13),
S=K(t+
Also, by

a2 -m n2
)·
(a2 -mn2)2+h2n2

(24)

(23), if V is the wave speed,

2
v- 2 = Q = LK{(l +y2)½ +yl,
(25)
2
t
n
2n
where y = Sn/K. Or
v-2 = LhKn{(l +y2)i +y}.
(26)
2X
Here X is always + , whilst y is generally + , but may vanish
twice. When so, then P = Q ; but in the region between
the critical frequencies P and Q change places, as compared
with their values when S was positive to the same extent as
it is now negative. In the limit, if K = O, one of the vanishings
of S on decrease of n takes place by the route - oo, 0, +co.
Then P rises to oo as n goes from the higher to the lower
zero.
The two values of n2 making S = 0 are

(27)
n' = �2 {m(l + 2a2} - lt2 ± J(m - h2) - 4mli2a2 },
2
Between these frequencies, when possible, S is negative.
But if
li2 = m(l + 2a2) - 2ma(l + a2)i,
(28)
2

the two critical frequencies coincide, making
n2= !!:... J1 +a2 •

m

(29)
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Therefore, when h2 exceeds the value given in (28), the region
of negative S does not exist. The general characteristics are
much the same as in Helmholtz's theory.
If we imagine a plane electromagnetic sheet travelling
through the ether to enter a material dielectric permeated by
the ether, it is a matter of first principles that the very front
of the disturbance goes on at the same speed as before, that
is, as much or little as manages to get through at all at that
speed. It may be infinitesimally little.* The practical speed
of the sheet in the material dielectric is different, being less.
The thin sheet becomes widened by retardation, and the bulk
of the disturbance is left behind the first front. It is far
more complicated in reality when we come to simply periodic
waves (though so much simpler in the mathematics); the
values of P and Qare determined by actions proceeding both
ways, ultimately tending to establish a stably progressive con
dition under the influence of a continued simply periodic
impressed wave. t To allow of this, frictional resistances
causing waste should be positive.
* It seems to me very unlikely that. the front of the wave should be
unattenuated, for there is internal reflection and scattering to be considered,
as well as true absorption by the interposed storers of energy. The reason
why in Helmholtz's theory, or in the form I have substituted for it, the
matter bas no influence when the frequency is infinite, is simply the way
inertia is associated with the ions or electrons. It takes time to move
them, so they do not move when no time is allowed, and do not disturb
the passage of a wave train of infinitely rapid oscillations.
t According to the above, we must, in the consideration of the passage
of light through material bodies, always distinguish between the propaga
tion of an impulsive wave and of a train of waves. They will in general
behave quite differently, save when the action of the matter is such as to
produce merely an increased permittivity of constant amount, which is,
however, inconceivable in molecular theories. A simply periodic train of
waves cannot be set up until all parts of a body are well under influence
and reacting. We can also illustrate this effectively by the telegraph
theory in its generalised form. Although an impulse will begin by travel·
ing at the speed of light, it will be thrown back and redistributed in
various ways, according to the structure of Y and Z, the generalised
leakance and resistance operators. The finally resulting wave speed, when
a simply periodic train of waves has been set up, comes about from the
actions proceeding both ways. The distortionless circuit is the unique
exception, for there is then no back action,
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Another way of testing HelmhqUz's theory is by forming
the equation of activity, and seeing if it accounts for the work
done. Take first the simple system consisting of equations
(1), (2), and (7). Then the equation of activity is
conv VER=E curl H - H curlE
=E(D + d)+HB.

(80)

Here ED=U, the rate of increase of the electric energy
U =½ED according to my reckoning. Similarly, HB=T, the
rate of increase of the magnetic energy. The remaining
term Ed is E'pu or Fu, if F is the moving force on p. That
is, it is the activity of F, and is, by (7) accounted for thus
"'
'Up
Fu=u(a1 +7ip+mp"')
Kp
2 2

a p u !tu p2 mp2
= -U+ -- + -'11pll1
K

"'

p

K

K

(81)

showing that the rate of waste is ltu 2p2/K, the potential energy
is i(a2p2/K) (p-1u)2, and the kinetic energy is ½(mp2/K)n2 •
The activity is therefore fully accounted for. But in Helm
holtz's system equations (5), (6), and (7), we obtain
convVEH=U+T+Fu-H curld/K,

(82)

and I am unable to see how to interpret the additional term.
Of course, in (82) it is assumed that VEH is the flux of energy,
just as in (80). It may be objected that this is not the case,
but that the flux of energy should be V(E - d/K)H. But this
does not help much. The convergence is
D-d D
( +d)+HB.

(88)

The curl of d does not now appear, but (88) does not account
for the increase of electrical energy as· reckoned by Helmholtz,
or for the strange "electromagnetic energy."
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ON THE TRANSFORMATION OF OPTICAL WA VE.
SURFACES BY HOMOGENEOUS STRAIN.*
Simplex Eolotropy,
1. All explanations of double refraction (proximate, not
ultimate) rest upon the hyp othesis that the medium in which
it occurs is so structured as to impart eolotropy to one of the
two properties, associated with potential and kinetic energy,
with which the ether is endowed in order to account for the
transmission of waves through it in the simplest manner. It
may be elastic eolotropy, or it may be something equivalent
to eolotropy as regards the density. In Maxwell's electro
magnetic theory the two properties are those connecting the
electric force with the displacement, and the magnetic force
with the induction, say the permittivity and the inductivity, or
c and p,. These are, in the simplest case, constants corre
sponding to isotropy. The existence of eolotropy as regards
either of them will cause double refraction. Then either c or
p, is a symmetrical linear operator, or dyadic, as Willard
Gibbs calls it. In either case the optical wave-surface is of
the Fresnel type. In either case the fluxes displacement and
induction are perpendicular to one another and in a wave
front, whilst the electric and magnetic forces are also perpen
dicular to one another. But it is the magnetic force that is
in the wave-front, coincident with the induction, in case of
magnetic isotropy and electric eolotropy, the electric force
being then out of the wave-front, though in the plane of the
normal and the displacement. And in the other extreme
case of electric isotropy and magnetic eolotropy, the electric
force is in the wave-front, coinc:dent with the displacement,
" Proceedings R. S., Dec, 20, 1893.
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whilst the magnetic force is out of,the wave-front, though in
the plane of the normal and the induction. Now, as a matter
of fact, crystals may be strongly eolotropic electrically, whilst
their magnetic eolotropy, if existent, is insignificant. This,
of course, justifies Maxwell's ascription of double refraction to
electric eolotropy.
Properties connected with Duplex Eolotropy.
2. When duplex eolotropy, electric and magnetic, is admit
ted, we obtain a more general kind of wave-surface, including
the former two as extreme cases. It is almost a pity that
magnetic eolotropy should be insensible, because the inves
tigation of the conditions regulating plane waves in media
possessing duplex eolotropy, and the wave-surface associated
therewith, possesses many points of interest. The chief
attraction lies in the perfectly symmetrical manner in which
the subject may be displayed, as regards the two eolotropies.
This brings out clearly properties which are �ot always easily
visible in the case of simplex eolotropy, when there is a one
sided and imperfect development of the analysis concerned.
In general, the fluxes displacement and induction, although
in the wave-front, are not coperpendicular. Corresponding to
ihis, the two forces electric and magnetic, which are always in
ihe plane perpendicular to the ray, or the flux of energy, are
not coperpendicular. Nor are the positions of the fluxes in the
wave-front conditioned by the effective components in that
plane of the forces being made to coincide with the fluxes.
There are two waves with a given normal, and it would be
impossible to satisfy this requirement for both. But there is
a sort of balance of skewness, inasmuch as the positions of the
fluxes in the wave-front are such that the angle through which
the plane containing the normal and the displacement (in
either wave) must be turned, round the normal as axis, to
reach the electric force, is equal (though in the opposite sense)
to the angle through which the plane containing the normal
and the induction must be turned to reach the magnetic force.
These are merely rudimentary properties. I have investigated
the wave-surface and associated matters in my paper " On the
Electromagnetic Wave-surface" (Phil. ]fag., June, 1885;
or '' Electrical Papers," vol. 2, p. 1).
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Effects of straining a Duplex Wave Surface.
3. The connection between the simplex and duplex types of
wave-surface has been interestingly illustrated lately by Dr. J.
Larmor in his paper "On the Singularities of the Optical Wave
surface" (Proceedings London Math. Soc., vol. 24, 1893). He
points out, incidentally, that a simplex wave-surface, when
subjected to a particular sort of homogeneous strain, becomes
a duplex wave-surface of a special kind. To more precisely
state the connection, let there be electric eobtropy, say c, with
magnetic isotropy. Then, if the strainer, or strain operator,
applied to the simplex wave-surface, be homologous with c,
given by cl x constant, the result is to turn it into a duplex
wave-surface whose two eolotropies are also homologous with
the original c; that is to say, the principal axes are parallel.
This duplex wave-surface is, of course, of a specially simplified
kind, though not the simplest. That occurs when the two
eolotropies are not merely homologous, but are in constant
ratio. The wave-surface then reduces to a single ellipsoid.
Conversely, therefore, if we start with the duplex wave
surface corresponding to homologous permittivity and induc
tivity, and homogeneously strain it, the strainer being
proportional to c-i, we convert it to a simplex wave-surface
whose one eolotropy is homologous with the former two.
Remembering that the equation of the duplex wave-surface
is symmetrical with respect to the two eolotropies, so that
they may be interchanged without altering the surface, it
_ struck me on reading Dr. Larmor's remarks that a similar
reduction to a simplex wave-surface could be effected by a
strainer proportional to µ-½. This was verified on examination,
and some more general transformations presented themselves.
The results are briefly these:Any duplex wave-surface (irrespective of homology of eolo
tropies), when subjected to homogeneous strain (not necessarily
pure), usually remains a duplex wave-surface. That is, the
transformed surface is of the same type, though with different
inductivity and permittivity operators.
But in special cases it becomes a simplex wave-surface. In
one way the strainer is c-i/[c-½], where the square brackets
indicate the determinant of the enclosed operator. In another
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the strainer is µ-i/Lµ.-l]. These indicate the strain operator to
be applied to the vector of the old surface to produce that of
the new one.
Now, these simplex wave-surfaces may be strained anew to
their reciprocals with respect to the unit sphere, or the cor
responding index-surfaces, which are surfaces of the same
type. So we have at least four ways of straining any duplex
wave-surface to a simplex one.
Furthermore, any duplex wave-surface may be homo
geneously strained to its reciprocal, the corresponding index
surface, of the same duplex type. The strain is pure, but is
complicated, as it involves both c and p.. The strainer is
c-1 (c1c1)½, divided by the determinant of the same. This
transfor,mation is practically the generalisation for the duplex
wave-surface of Pliicker's theorem relating to the Fresnel
surface, for that also involves straining the wave-surface to its
reciprocal.
Instead of the single strain above mentioned, we may employ
three successive pure strains. Thus, first strain the duplex
wave-surface to a simplex surface. Secondly, strain the latter
to its reciprocal. Thirdly, strain the last to the reciprocal of
the original duplex wave-surface. There are at least two sets
of three successive strains which effect the desired trans
formation. The investigation follows.
Forms af the Index- and Wave-Surface Equations, and the
Properties of Inversion and Interchangeability of Operators.
4. Let the electric and magnetic forces be E and H, and the
corresponding fluxes, the displacement and induction, be D
and B, then
D=cE,
B=µ.H,
(1)
where c is the permittivity and µ. the inductivity, to be
symmetrical linear operators in general. We have also the
circuital laws
- curl E =p.H.
curl H=cE,
(2)
Now, if we assume the existence of a plane wave, whose
unit normal is N, propagated at speed v without change of
type. and apply these equations, we find that D and B are in
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the wave-front, E and H are out of it, and that there are two
waves possible. We are led directly to the velocity equation,
a, quadratic in v2, giving the two values of v2 belonging to a
given N. Next, if we put s=N/v, then sis the vector of the
index-surface, and its equation is
s
s
s
=0= s
,
(3 )
-i
c-1
µ
µ-l_ [c - 1J(scs)
c-i_ [p,- 1J (sµs)
which are, of course, equivalent to the velocity equation
("EI.Papers,'' vol. 2, p. 11, equations (41)). Two forms are
given for a reason that will appear later. I employ the vector
algebra and notation of the paper referred to, and others.
Sufficient to say here that c-1 and µ-1 are the reciprocals of
c and µ, ; and that scs means the scalar product of sand cs;
for example, if referred to the principal axes of c,
(4)

if c1, c 2, c3 be the principal e's (positive scalars, to ensure
positivity of the energy), and s1 , s2, s8 be the components of s.
Also, [c-1] denotes the determinant* of c-1, that is, (c1c2c3 )-1•
The operators in the denominators of (3) may be treated, for
our purpose, as linear operators themselves. But it is their
reciprocals that occur. For example, the first form of (3) may
be written
(5)
asserting that the vectors s and [ ... J-1s are perpendicular.
The expansion of (3) to Cartesian form may be done im
mediately if c and µ are homologous, for then we may take the
reference axes i, j, k parallel to those of c and µ,, and at once
produce
(6)
• It occurs to me in reading the proof that the use of [c] to denote the
determinant of c, which is plainer to read in combination with other
symbols than le!, is in conflict with the ordinary use of square brackets,
as in (5) and some equations near the end. But there will be no confusion
on this account in the present paper,
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where sp.s is as in (4), with p. wriUen for c. Similarly as
regards the second form of (3). When the operators are not
homologous, the complication of the form of the constituents
of the inverse operators makes the expansion less easy.
As regards the second form of (3), it is obtained from the
first form by interchanging p. and c. It represents the same
surface. The transformation from one form tQ the other, if
done by ordinary algebra, without the use of vectors and
linear operators, is very troublesome in the general case. But
in the electromagnetic theory the equivalence can be seen to
be true and predicted beforehand. For consider the circuital
equations (2). If we eliminate H, we obtain
-curl ,_,.-1 curl E = cE,

(7)

whilst if we eliminate E, we obtain
-curl c-1 curl H = p.H.

(8)

These are the characteristic equation; of E and H respec
tively in a dielectric with duplex. eolotropy, and we see that
they only differ in the interchange of c and p.. When there
fore we apply one of them, say that of E, to a plane wave to
make the velocity equation, in which process E is eliminated,
we can see that a precisely similar investigation applies to the
H equation, provided µ. and c be interchanged. So, if the E
equation leads to the first form in (3), the H equation must
lead to the second form. They therefore represent the same
surface. The same property applies to any equation obtained
from the circuital equations with the electrical variables
eliminated, the equation of the wave-surface, for example. If
we have obtained one special form, a second is got by inter
changing the eolotropies.
The index equation being what we are naturally led to from
the characteristic equation, it is merely a matter of mathema
tical work to derive the corresponding wave-surface. For sis
the reciprocal of the perpendicular upon the tangent plane to
the wave-surface, so that
rs=l,
(9)
if r is the vector of the wave-surface; and from the equation
of s and its connection with r, we may derive the equation of
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r itself. I have shown (loc. cit., vol. 2, pp. 12-16) that the
result is expressed by simply inverting the operators in the
index equation. Thus, the equation of the wave-surface is
r ·
c

r

µ
- [µ] (rµ-1 )

=0=r

r

µ

r

C

1
- [�c�
] -(rc---r)

(10)

where, as before, two forms are given. Now, the final equi
valence of this transition from the index to wave-equation to
mere inversion of the two eolotropic operators is such a simple
result that one would think there should be a very simple way
of exhibiting how the transition comes about. Nevertheless,
I am not aware of any simple investigation, and, in fact,
found the transition rather difficult, and by no means obvious
at first. I effected the transformation by taking advantage of
symmetrical relations between the forces and fluxes ; in par
ticular proving, first, that E =0 = rH, or that the ray is per
pendicular to the electric and magnetic forces, comparing this
with the analogous property sD =0 = sB, and constructing a
process for leading from the former to the wave-equation
analogous to that leading from the latter to the index equation.
It then goes easily. However, we are not concerned with
these details here.
A caution is necessary regarding the interchangeability of µ.
�nd c. They should be fully operative as linear operators. If
one of them be a constant initially, and therefore all through,
we may not·then interchange them in the simplified equations
which result. For example, let µ. be constant in (10). We
have now
r
r __r__ =0= r
(11)
C
I
c--2
µ.-e-'-,,-·--(c](rc-1r)
µr
r

The first· form is what we are naturally led to by initial
assumption of constancy of µ.. Now observe that the inter
change of µ. and c in the second form gives us the first form,
after a little reduction, remembering that [µ] is now µ3• But
the same interchange in the first form does not produce the
second, because it is more general. So we have gained a
relative simplicity of form at the cost of generality. The
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extra complication of the duplex wave-surface is accompanied
by general analytical extensions, which make the working
operations more powerful. The equivalence of the two forms
in (11) may be established by the use of Hamilton's general
cubic equation of a linear operator, as done in Tait's work.
Though not difficult to carry out, the operations are rather
recondite. On the other hand, the much more general
equivalence (10) is, as we saw for the reason follo;wing (7) and
(8), obviously true. This suggests that some other trans
formations involving the general cubic may be made plainer
by generalising it, employing a pair of linear operators.
General Transformation of Wave-Surface by Homogeneous
Strain.
5. Now apply a homogeneous strain to the wave-surface.
Let
q= _j>_r.
(12)

l</>J

.

We need not suppose that the strain is pure.
first of (10). It becomes

Use (12) in the
(13 )

Now the use of vectors and linear operators produces such a
concise exhibition of the essentially significant properties,
freed from the artificial elaboration of coordinates, that a
practised worker may readily see his way to the following
results by mere inspection of equation (13), or with little
more. I give, however, m·uch of the detailed work· that
would then be done silently, believing that the spread of
vector analysis is not encouraged by the quaternionist's prac
tice of leaving out too many of the steps.
In the first place, <1>-1q is the same as qcp'-\ if cf,' is the
conjugate of cp. So
(14)
in the denominator. Also, the first cp-1q in (13) may be
written qcp'-1, and the postfactor cf,r-i may then be transferred
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to the denominator. To do this, it must be inverted, of
course, and then brought in as a postfactor. Similarly the
cf,-1 in the numerator may be merged in the denominator by
inversion first, and then bringing it in as a prefactor. We
may see why this is to be done by the elementary formula
a-1b-1c- 1=(cba)- 1,

(15)

where a, b, care any linear operators. So (18) becomes
q

q
cf,/J-cf,'
,�•
..t.
't'c't'
[p,][<p]"( qcp'-1µ

=0.

(lG)

-lcp-lq)

Now introduce some simplifications of form. Let
cf,µ,cf,' = A.
cf,ccf,'=b,

(17)

It follows from the second, and by (15), that
<p'-lp.-lcp-1=(cpp,q,')-1=.,\_-10

(18)

We also have

(19)

These three, (17) to (19), reduce (16) to
q

q

q---=-.,\--=O=q
b
b ��-.,\-----["-] (q,\-lq)
] q - q)

(20)

[b ( b l

where the second form is got from the first by interchanging
.,\ and b, which is permissible on account of the interchangea
bility of p, and c.
Comparing (20) with (10), we see that there is identity of
form. Consequently (20) represents a duplex wave•surface
whose operators are b and .,\, provided they are self-conjugate.
They are, for, by the elementary formula
(abc)'=c'b'a',
(21)
it follows that
cf,ccf,' = ( cf,c<f,')',
(22)
and similarly for the other one.
In case the strain is a pure rotation, we may take the form
of cf, (following Gibbs) as
,f,=I.i + J.j + K.k,
(28)
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where i, j, k is one, and I, J, K another set of coperpen
dioular unit vectors. For, obviously, this makes
</>r=l.ir+ J.jr+K.kr=lz + Jy+Kz.
(24)
Special Cases of Reduction to a Simplex Wave-Surface.
6. Now take some special forms of ¢. We see, by inspec
tion of (17), that we can reduce either of b or ,\ to a constant.
Thus, first,
A=l,
b=µ.-!cµ.-½.
¢=µ.-l,
(25)
Then (20) reduces to

q
(26)
b
1
-:--.,.-,
1--;,-:-,,;-,-b- 2
q
[b] (qb-lq)
showing that the original duplex wave-surface is reduced to a
simplex one involving eolotropy b, given by (25).
Similarly, a second way is
A=c-iµc-½,
b=l,
p=c-i
(27)
which reduces (20) to the simplex wave-surface
_q_=O=q

q

q

1-

'q

O=ri --1,
,\--

,\

(28)

[.\.](q,\.-lq)
q�
involving the eolotropy .\..
The new surfaces (26), (28) may now be strained to their
reciprocals. Thus, take the first of (26), and put
b-½

q
(29)
[b-i] .
b½p
½
bp---=0,
This makes
(30)
[b½J2
b- -(b½p)2
Here the initial and final bi's may be removed to the
denominator, and, since we also have
(b½p) 2 =b½pb½p =pbp,
(81)
we bring the first of (26) to
p=

p
b-1

o.

(82)

1- [b-1] (pbp)
Now compare this with the second form of the same (26).
They are identical, except that b is now inverted, Conse-
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quently (32) represents the index-surface corresponding to the
wave-surface represented by the second of (26), and therefore
by the first, since they are the same. In a similar manner
the strain (29) applied to the second of (26) leads to the
reciprocal of the first form.
In like manner the simplex surface (28) is strained to its
reciprocal by
,\.-½
(3 3)
p = ,\-!] q.
[
Applied to the first form of (28), we get the second form with
.\. inverted; and, applied to the second form, we get the first,
with.\. inverted. These inversions of simplex wave-surfaces
by homogeneous strain are equivalent to Plucker's theorem
showing that the Fresnel wave-surface is Hs own reciproca l
with respect to a certain ellipsoid (Tait, "Quaternions," 3rd
Ed., p. 342).
Transformation from Duplex Wave- to Index-Surface by a
Pure Strain.
7, What is of greater interest here is the generalisation of
this property for the duplex wave-surface itself. Take
cp=c-1 (cµ,-1)!.
( 34)
Then we obtain
cp ccp=c-1 (c,u.-1)½cc-1 (c,u.-1}½= µ,-1,
(35)
1
cp,u.<f, =c-1 (c,u.-1)l,u.c-1 (c,u.- )1=c 1,
(36)
the first of which is obvious, whilst in the second we make
use of
,u.c-1= (c,u.-1)-1.
(37)
There are other ways in which this cp may be expressed, viz.,
cp = c-1 (cµ,-1}½= /1--1 (,u.c-1)½= (,u.-1cic-1 = (c-1µ,)lµ,-1, (38)
,u.cp ccp= 1.
all of which lead to
(39)
If this cp is self-conjugate, we see, by ( 17) and (35), that its
use in (20) brings us to
q
q -1
(40)
•
q
1 = 0= q
,u. __
11--1-�=c-�
c-1-�-'=
[c-1) (qrq)
[µ,-l)(qp.q)
That is, the strain converts the first of (10) to the first of ( 40),
and the second of (10) to the second of ( 40). But the first of
(40) is the same as the second of (10) with µ, and c inverted,
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and the second of (40) is the same as the first of (10) with the
same inversions. In other words, the strain has converted
the duplex wave-surface to its corresponding index-surface.
Observe that the crossing over from first to second form is an
essential part of the demonstration, which is the reason I
have employed two forms.
In full, the strainer to be applied tor of the wave-surface
to produce the vector s of the index-surface (or q "in ( 40)) is
: =[ci ] [1iJc-1 (c/L-1
(41)
[ ]

t

But to complete the demonstration it should be shown that
this strain is pure, because we have just assumed cf>= cf,' in
equation (20) to obtain (40). Now the purity of this strain
is not obvious in the form (41 ), nor in any of the similar �
forms in (38). But we may change the expression for cf, to
such a form as will explicitly show its purity. Thus, we have
cp,-1=c'. c'p,-1c'. c-l,
identically, and this may be expanded to
cp,-1 = /1 (c'µ-1cl)½c-lc½ (clp,-1cl)1c-l,
the right member reducing to the left by obvious cancellations.
Therefore
(cp,-1)1 = c\ip,-1c½ ic--i,
by taking the square root. So, finally,
<p = c-1 (cp,-1 =C-½ (c½p,-1c½)lc-½.
(42)

i

This is of the form cf,1cf,2cf,1 , where cf,1 is pure. Its conjugate is
therefore cf,1cf,\cf,1• This reduces to cf, itself if cf,2 is pure. But
cf,2 is pure, because it is also of the form 01 02 0i, where 01 and
02 are both pure. So our single strain depending on cf, is
pure.
Substitution of three successive Pure Strains for one.
Two ways.
8. This is dry mathematics. But it is at once endowed
with interest if we consider the meaning of the expression of
the strain cf, as equivalent to the three successive strains <Pi,
ip2 , and 'Pr First, the strain
'P1 = c-!
r [c--i]r
q = [4>l]
{43)
�:
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converts the dnplex wave-surface to a simplex surface. This
was done before, equation (28). Next, the strain
(ciµ-1c½)½
cf,2
(44)
p
q
= [¢2] = [ci] [µ-½] q
converts the simplex surface q to another simplex surface
whose vector is p, and which is the index-surface correspond
ing to the wave-surface q. This strain (44) is, in fact, the
same as (33), and the result is
p P_�_ O=p-(45)
P ___ ,\-1
1,
,\_-1-----;;
1 - "--1]
(p,\p)
[
p·
-i
,
c
Finally,
the
strain
c-½
where ,\ = 11C-t

'Pl

=
(4G)
S = [</>i]P [c-!]P
converts the simplex surface p to a duplex surface s, which is
the reciprocal of the original duplex wave-surface, the result
being (40).
The interchangeability of /1- and c shows that we may also
strain from r to s by a second set of three successh-e pure
strains, thus,
<p =,,_-½(/1c-1,,_J1)½11--½,
(4 7)
This is the same as first straining the surface r to the simplex
surface (2G) ; then inverting the latter, which bring3 us to
the simplex surface (32) ; and finally &training the last to the
duplex surface s.

Transformation of Characteristic Equation by Strain.
9. In connection with the above transformations it may be
worth while to show how they work out when applied to the
characteristic equation itself of E or H. Thus, take the form
(7), or
- cE= v-v,,,--1 VvE,
(48)
'
l
E
E
-1,;;,'i,
=J
'il=r
and let
r fr',
,
(49)
=
so that ( 48) becomes
-rJ-1E' =vJ-1'v 1 --1 vJ- 1 'v'.f--1 E'.
(50)
Now employ Hamilton's formula
Vefi!I_!<pn
Vmn- cf,
(51)
p,

-

[cf>]

'
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cf, being here any self-conjugate operator. Take ¢ =J-1, and
we transform (50) to
1
-cj-lE' =v1-n::/µ,-1JV'v E' X [f-1]
(52)

'.f- (fµ, -'.f)vv'E' x u- J.

=vrv1

1

1

(53)

In this use Hamilton's formula again, with cf, = 1-1, and we
obtain
(54)

Or, more conveniently written,
1
u-lcf-l)
E··,-vv' (fµ,�_1/) V'v E
-

[f-1]

-

[f]

1

(55)

So far, f is any pure strainer; we can now make various
specialisations. For example, to get rid of µ,-1 from the right
side of (48), and substitute c. Take
fJJ--lf
r-lcr-l -1
=c, then
-i =µ. ,
m
u J
which brings (55) to the form

(56)

- µ.-it,,= vv' cvv'E',

(57)
which should be compared with the other characteristic, that
of H, which is (8), or
- µ,H. = V'vc-1 V'vH.
(58)
The above process is analogous to our transformation from
the duplex wave-surface to its reciprocal. As then, we have
an inversion of operators and also a crossing over from one
form to another.
Derivation of Index Equation from Characteristic.

10. We may also, in conclusion, exhibit how the index
surface arises from the characteristic, when done in terms of
v up to the last moment. Stad from the last equation (58).
Hamilton's formula (51) makes it become
-[c]µH=V'vVc'vcH.
The elementary formula in vector algebra,

(59)

VaVbc=b(ca) - c(a.b),
transforms (59) to
-[c]f.H= c'v('vcH)- (Vc'v)cH,

(60)
(61)
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(62)

or
from which

d2

-1

p,H=p, [ (v'cv')c -[c] p, dt2J cV( VcH).

(63)

So far we have merely a changed form of the characteristic.
But the induction p,H is circuital. Therefore, taking the
divergence of (63), we obtain
-1

d2

O=Vp, [(Vcv7)c-[c]p, 2] cV(VcH),
dt
or, which is the same,
d2

J

0=V [ (VcV)p,�1- [cJc-1 dt2

(64)

--1 V(VcH).

(65)

Here vcH is the divergence of cH. It is the same as (cv)H.
Now (65) only differs from the velocity equation (for plane
waves) in sontaining v instead of the unit normal N and
<P/dt2 instead of v2, v being the wave-velocity. Thus, let
H=f(z-vt),
d

2
11V H=-H,
dt2
where, however, v is specialised, being only V8 or d2/dz2 •
We therefore put v2 vs2 for <f!/dt2 and Nvs for v in equation
(65), thus making
2

then we shall have

2

2

2

1

0=NVs[(NV8 cNV8)µ,-1- [c] c-1 v2Vs2]- NV8(NV8cH), (66)

J-

We may now cancel out all the Va's except the last, making
O=N [(NcN)p,-1- [cJc-1 v2

1

N(N V3cH).

(67)

Now throw away the operand NV8cH, and we get the
velocity equation pure and simple, and the index equation (8)
then comes by s=Nv-1.
But, although the above manipulation of the characteristic
equation has some analytical interest, the process cannot be
always recommended on the score of simplicity. It is, on the
contrary, usually easier and simpler to work upon the com
ponent equations upon which the characteristic is founded,
,I
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APPENDIX G.
NOTE ON THE MOTION OF A CHARGED BODY AT
A SPEED EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN
THAT OF LIGHT.
Mr. Searle remarks at the end of his paper'1.< that it would
seem to be impossible to make a charged body move at greater
speed than that of light. Prof. J. J. Thomson+ has made a
similar remark in the same connectiop. Prof. G. F. Fitz
Gerald did so also, long ago, but in a different connection,!
The argument implied in the cases of Thomson and Searle
seems to be that since the calculated energy of a charged body
is infinite when in steady rectilinear motion at the speed of
light, and since this energy must be derived from an external
source, an infinite amount of work must be done, that is, an
infinite resistance will be experienced.
There is a fallacy here. One easy way of disproving the
argument from infinity is to use not one, but two bodies, one
positively and the other negatively charged to the same degree.
Then the infinity disappears, and there you are, with finite
energy when moving at the speed of light.
But I go much further than that, and assert that a single
charged body may be moved at any speed, whether equal to
or exceeding that of light, without any infiniteness of the
energy or infinite resistance to motion-that, in fact, a charged
body may be moved about anyhow. Remember that it is not
a question of whether the mechanical construction of the
ether will permit it-nothing is known about that-but
merely one of electromagnetic laws. If they are valid at any
* Physical Society, 1897 ; Phil,. Mag., October, 1897.
t "Recent Researches in Electricity and Magnetism," Chap. I.
::: Dr. Fleming has lately repeated Prof. J. J, Thomson's conclusion.
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speed, then there is nothing to prevent speeds of mo Lion grea.ter
than light.
To illustrate. Start with a stationary charged body; then
move it anyhow, finally bringing it to steady rectilinear
motion at speed u. Wait a little while, and the special dis
tribution of displacement round the instantaneous position of
the body will be assumed. But it will not extend to infinity.
For beyond the distance from the first position of the body ,
travelled by light in the time occupied in shifting it to a
second position, there is no disturbance of the original dis
tribution of displacement. This holds for all time, so the
energy is always finite, even when the speed u is that of
light or more, unless there should be infinite collections of
energy at a finite distance from the body, and there is no
need for that.
Where does the energy come from ? The body meets with
resistance as its speed is increased, Not only that, but it
requires force to maintain its speed steady until the steady
distribution of displacement appropriate to the speed is
assumed. This force tends to vanish when u<v. But it
does not when u=v. (A single charged body is in question
now.) There is a pull-back on the body exerted by the
deformation of the tubes of force; their pull on the body is
greater behind than in front until the regular steady distribu
tion is fully assumed. This cannot be approximated to
exactly when u = v. But we may get over this difficulty, as
before, by means of two charges.
When u>v, the pull-back becomes very prominent, and in
any case, whether there is one body or two, the constant
exertion of force is required to maintain the motion. The
displacement for a point charge is a conical sheet behind the
charge, together with a supplementary distribution inside the
cone. The pulling back is obvious, and the energy is being
wasted at a steady rate by the constant growth of the cone at
its apex, which is fully accounted for by the activity of the
applied moving force. This is as I suspected in 1888* (" El.
Papers," Vol. 2, p. 494), and I later corroborated it by
* But, on reference, I �ee that I described the electric currc?,t as being
towards the charge inside the cone, and away from it on the outside. '!'his
should be the electric displacement.
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mathematical investigation. The solution is described in my
"El. Papers," Vol. 2, p. 516. It is not the same formula as
when u<v. The infinities that are concerned in it are not
essential. They arise from its being a point charge that is
in question. Make it a surface distribution and it will all
come plain, the cone (or other surface) behind the charge,
and the constant pull-back exerted on the b9dy by the dis
placement. [Fully worked out examples of this theory would
be too lengthy here, and must be postponed.]
The tendency of the displacement to be left behind as
the body moves is also the cause of the apparent increaso
of inertia of the body at slow speeds. We then calculate
statically, as it were; in the approximate result it appears
that when u varies anyhow (u/v being always very small), the
resistance to motion is equivalent to an increase of inertia
(J. J. Thomson). And yet there is no apparent pull-back by
the electrical tension; but that is because of the erroneous
assumption made, that the change of diiplacement is instantly
assumed as the body moves. Allow for finite v, and this case
is no exception.
The moral is-don't be afraid of infinity I
[The above arrived at the Physical Society too late for
the discussion. The matter in question is quite visionary,
superficially considered ; but is of considerable theoretical
importance.]
[Feb. 26, 1898.-It may also become of some practical
importance in connection with " Cathode Rays " and
"X-Rays," for J. J. Thomson and others have lately con
cluded from experiment that immense speeds of the charged
particles, comparable with the speed of light, are concerned.
If this be fully confirmed, we may well believe that increased
voltage will produce speeds exceeding that of light, if they do
not exist already, and so bring in the conical theory. Re
garding the nature of the waves generated by starting or
stopping charges, when the speeds are the same (or about the
same) as that of light, see vol. 1, §§ 54 to 59.]
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APPENDIX H.
NOTE ON ELECTRICAL WAVES IN SEA WATER.*
To find the attenuation suffered by electrical waves in sea
water through its conductance, the first thing is to ascertain
whether, at the frequency proposed, the conductance is para
mount, or the permittance, or whether both must be counted.
It is not necessary to investigate the problem for any par
ticular form of circuit from which the waves proceed. The
attenuating factor for plane waves, due to Maxwell, is suffi
cient. If its validity be questioned for circuits in general,
then it is enough to take the case of a simply periodic point
source in a conducting dielectric (Electrical Papers, Vol. II.,
p. 422, § 29). The attenuating comtant is the same, viz.
(equation (199) loc. cit.),
4

2

½

n1 ;JI[ { 1+( c:) } -1J,
=

where n/211' is the frequency, k the conductivity, c the per
mittivity, and v = (µc)-/i, where µ is the inductivity. The
attenuator is then cn1r at distance r from the source, as in
plane waves, disregarding variations due to natural spreading.
It is thus proved for any circuit of moderate size compared
with the wave length from which simply periodic waves
spread. This formula must be used in general, with the best
values of k and c procurable. But with long waves it is
pretty certain that the conductance is sufficient to make
41rk/cn large. Say with common salt solution k = (3011)-1, then
411'k _2kµ.v2

cn:-1·

* (Read at Physical, Society, June 11, 1897; discussion on Mr. C. S.
Whitehead's p,1pcr •• The Effect of Sea Water on Induction Telegraphy."
l\Ir. Whitehead worked out the case of diffusion of waved from a circular
simply periodic source in a pure conductor.]
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if f is the frequency. This is large unless f is large, whether
we assume the specific c/c0 to have'the very large value of 80
or the smaller value effectively concerned with light waves.
We then reduce n1 to
n1 = (21rp,kn)i = 2r.(p,k/)',
(A)
as in a pure conductor. This is practically true, perhaps,
even with Hertzian waves, of which the attenuation has been
measured in common salt solution by P. Zeeman·. If, then,
k-1 =3011, and f=300, we get
n1 = about
5000•
Therefore, 50 metres is the distance in which the attenuation
due to conauctivity is in the ratio 2·718 to 1, aud there is
no reason why the conductivity of sea water should interfere
if its value is like that assumed above.
These formulre and results were communicated by me to
Prof. Ayrton at the beginning of last year, he having inquired
regarding the matter, on behalf of Mr. Etershed, I believe.
The doubtful point was the conductivity. I had no data, but
took the above k from a paper which had just reached me
from Mr. Zeeman. Now Mr. Whitehead uses k-1 = 2010, which
is no less than 15 times as great. I presume there is good
authority for this datum. None is given. Using it, we obtain
111 =

1316 •

The 50 metres is reduced to 13·16 metres. But a considerably
greater conductivity is required before it can be accepted that
the statements which have appeared in the press, that the
failure of the experiments endeavouring to establish tele
graphic communication with a lightship from the sea bottom
was due to the conductance of the sea, are correct. It seems
unlikely theoretically, and Mr. Stevenson has contradicted it
(in Nature) from the practical point of view. So far as I
know no account has been published of these experiments,
therefore there is no means of finding the cause of the failure.
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APPENDIX I.
NOTE O:N THE ATTENUATION OF HERTZIAN
WAVES ALONG WIRES.*
The connection between the case investigated by Mr.
Morton of a wave-train arising from a damped source and the
standard case of an undamped source may be concisely exhi
bited thus. Using the notation of " Electromagnetic Theory,"
Vol. I., p. 452, we have
(I)
where
(2)
q=(R+Lp)l(K+ Sp)!,
to express the wave-train V due to V0 at x=O. When V0 is
simply periodic, say= e sin nt, then p = ni reduces q to P + Qi,
given by
P or Q = (½)l{(R2+L2n2 )'(K2 + S2n2)l± (RK-LSn2)}l,
6
=(½)1 �{(1+L�:2/(1+s��2/±(ls�2 -1) } , (3)
so that the solution is
V = e �- P,: sin (nt - Qx).
(4)
t
Now if V0 be damped, say= e0c-« sin nt, the effect of shifting
�-at to the left is to change p top - a in the operator c q", that
is, in q. This is the same as changing R to R0 and K to K0 ,
K0 =K-La,
given by
R0 = R - La,
(5)
that the wave-train is
V =e0c"1cP '"sin (nt-Q'x),
(6)
P'
and Q' are the same as P and Q with R0 and K0
where
instead of R and K. Of couse R and K are positive, and q_
is in the first quadrant, but the new R0 and K0 may be posi30

* [Read at Physical Society, Nov. 11, 1898; discmsion on Prof.
Morton's paper "The Propagation of Damped Electrical Oscillations Along
Parallel ,virea." Prof. Morton showed that the fact that the circuit wa�
not distortionless did not alter the results to an appreciable extent.)
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tive or negative, and IJ may be in,_ the second quadrant. [To
be in the second quadrant R0/Ln + KofSn must be ne6 ative.]
Practically, under the circumstances of the experiments

(�+!)-�,
v
S

(7)

where K is negligible, and
V �"eoe-ateax/•e-Rx/2L11sin (nt-na:/n).

(8)

Q'=�.
V

and P' =_!

2v L

As regards the cause of the attenuating coefficient R/2Lv
coming out by Dr. Barton's calculations* from his experiments
twice as great as when R is calculated by Lord Rayleigh's
formula, I think it must be because the real circumstances do
not correspond closely enough to those in the ideal theory.
The external resistance of unknown amount is ignored, for
one thing. Then, again, it is not to be certainly expected that
the formula in question is true for millions of vibrations per
second. We can conclude from the experiments, though,
that it furnishes an approximation to the real resistance.
But, even if it were rigorously true, the circumstances implied
in it are not those in the experiments. The magnetic vibra
tions to which the wires are subjected are not long-continued
and undamped, as assumed in the formula. When a wave
train passes any point on a wire, its surface is subjected to an
impulsive vibration lasting only a very minute fraction of a
second, a vibration, moreover, which is very rapidly damped.
So there is no definite resistance, and the resistance is greater
than according to Lord Rayleigh's formula.
Perhaps, also, the terminal reflections involved in Dr.
Barton's calculations may introduce error.
Nov. 8, 1898.
AomTION,t January 20, 1899.-Dr. Barton has calculated
the change made in the formula for the resistance of the wires
in his experiment, viz., R' = (½Bµn)i, R being the steady
resistance, and µ the inductivity, by supposing the impressed
• [See Dr. Barton's paper" Attenuation of Electric Waves Along a Line
of Negligible Leakage," Physical Society, J une 10, 1898.]
f [Expansion of a short note read at Physical Society, Jan. 27, 1899 ;
discu�sion on Dr. Barton's paper, "The Equh-alent Resistance and Induct
ance of a "'ire to an O•cillatory ])i�rhargc."]
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vibrations to be damped, and finds that if R" is the corrected
value, then R" = l ·054 R'. That is, there is only 5½ per cent.
increase. This R" is to be used in the attenuator cR:r/2Lv
instead of R. It is, however, an under-estimate of the effect
of the resistance, because the formula is not valid right up to
the wave-front. The resistance is greater there, and decreases
as the wave-train advances, tending towards R" as the waves
attenuate by the cat damping. But it does not seem likely
that the total attenuative effect of the variable resistance of
the wires will be enough ; and other causes, some of which
have been suggested, are operative. In addition, it is not
impossible that the conductivity of copper is less to vibrations
85 millions per second than to steady currents ; and that the
voltage at the wave-front is great enough to cause som e
leakage.
The following, down to (16), is equivalent to Dr. Barton's
investigation brought into harmony with the above and sim
plified. The resistance operator of a straight round wire
of radius b, inductivity p,, and steady resistance R per unit
length, is
(9 )
where h = J4rrp,kp , and k is the conductivity. It is such that
in the case of a pair of parallel wires in which the current is
C, and the tangential electric force at the boundary is E, the
equation connecting them is
E = (L0p + 2Z)C,

(10)

where L0 is the inductance of the dielectric (klec. Pa.,
Vol. II., p. 63, or p, 187). When E=e0e-•tsinnt, and C varies
similarly, the potence of p or d/dt is n(i - K), if K = a/n, and ni
is understood not to be the complete time differentiator, but
only as regards the simply periodic part of operands.
Now, when n(i- K) is big, the divergent series for I0 and I1
may be used, and I0 = I1• Then
Z = R�b J 4rrµkn(i- K)
= (tRµn)1(f + gi)
where

(11)

.:
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Here J and g are 1 when K =0, and when K is big tend towards
f=(2K)-½, g=(2K)i. So
,
(12)
Z = R'(J + gi),
where
and

R' = L'n = (½RfLn)i,
R" == ( f + Kg)R', L"n = R'g,

(18)

where R" and L" take the place of R' and L', which obtain
when a= 0. This is for one wire. Passing to the complete
pair with dielectric between, we have
E=(R"-L"a+L"ni)C=(R"+L''.P)O
(14)
where

R" = 2(1 + Kg)(½RfLn}f

(15)

L" ==-Lo+2(½fLR/nlu
(16)
If n/2rr = 8506, and K = about 0·09545,
f=0·958, g=l·049, J+Kg=1·054,
then
and the resultant effect is
•
R"
R' =81·6, -=1·054.
·
'
R
R
'Ihese express the multiplication of the resistance to periodic
currents of constant amplitude, and the further multiplication
when the currents subside according to cat .
Both R" and L" go up to oo with infinite increase of K,
But practically there is little increase in the resistance unl3.er
the circumstances suppostid, am1 practically none in the
inductance, which is sensibly L0•
As regards the meaning of R" and L", they differ from R'
and L'. If V= ZC is the equation of voltage of a combination,
and we reduce Z to the form R" + L"p, on the understanding
that V and C are of the type t-• 1 sin nt, we have the equation
of activity
VC=Rn c2
½L"C2,
(17)

+t

VC=Q+T,
and also
(18)
where Q is the waste and T the magnetic energy. But only
when a=O can we say that the mean Q equals the mean
R"C\ and the mean T equals the mean ½L"C2• When a is
not zero, the corresponding property is tha.t the mea� Q x E "'
2
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equals the mean R"C2 x e2-t, and the mean T x E equals the
mean ½L"C2 X e ,
Since the conduction is superficial, the penetration may
be represented by a plane wave. Thus
'ln.1

'ln.1

(19)
expresses E, at distance y from the surface in terms of E at
the surface. Here h= s (f + gi), ifs= (21r,,.kn)½; so
E, = e0c•' e"-•J• sin (nt - sgy)
(20)
shows the penetration.

